Woodland Caribou Provincial Park offers countless opportunities for camping. Each campsite is screened and assessed against possible impacts on sensitive values (rare plant communities, archaeological sites, indigenous values, caribou calving sites, etc.) and to ensure suitability for a functioning campsite (distance from other park users, large enough for bathroom needs, etc.).

This map is your guide to locating the park’s currently approved campsites, a high quality pdf is available at www.canoeing.com/woodlandcaribou. You are asked to select from this inventory of sites. In this way, you are assured that your presence on your selected site will not compromise its ecological or cultural integrity nor disturb sensitive wildlife habitat.

Note that this campsite inventory is a work in progress and is constantly being updated due to changes on the landscape including blowdown and forest fires. Campsites may not always be obvious from the water as you paddle by nor have an existing fire ring present. We welcome and encourage your feedback. The end result of this project will be an online tool that will provide details for each site and will better serve you in planning your future trips in Woodland Caribou’s backcountry.